
Creating A Brand
For Your Business

The Quick-Start Guide



Intro

How good branding actually gets you more business

Before someone hires you for your service, they generally want to get to know you 

and your business at least a little bit. The people you meet face-to-face are very 

likely to hire you (if they happen to need your services right then) but what about 

all those other potential customers out there? How can you get them to choose 

you over your competition? Here’s one example:

You pass hundreds of people on the road every 

day. Many of them could use your service and 

they’re thinking about who to hire.

Your vehicle sports a decal with your distinctive 

logo, the type of business you are, and your 

easy-to-remember website url. Hmmm...

Later they search you up on their mobile phone, 

where they find your beautiful branded website 

that explains everything you do and who you are.

It’s like they’ve had that conversation with you: 

they like what they see and they like you as well. 

Your phone begins to ring.



Your Logo

The Basics

The Standalone Icon

Heres a couple quick tips for logo design:

1.  Simple is better —Keep it crisp & modern, avoiding textures, gradients, or lots   

of color.

2.  Easy to understand—You want people to instantly get it. Use a recognizable   

and relevant shape for your icon.

If possible, use an icon that can stand alone without your complete logo. This will 

give you an opportunity to use it subtly as a secondary element that you can place 

everywhere, without over-saturating your brand.

Excavator Bucket / Rhino Head
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Color: Less Is More

Accent Color

Secondary Color

Main Color

Alternate Versions

Believe it or not, the fewer colors you use, the sharper your brand will look. 

Especially if you choose a couple muted, similar colors like black/dark gray or 

white/light gray, and then one bold, bright color. This is called your accent color.

Yes, you should have alternate versions of your logo that you can choose from, 

depending on the application. This can mean a different arrangement of the text 

& shapes, and a single-color version. Now you see why a simple logo is so much 

more flexible
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Business Cards

Use Contrast

Ghosted Icons & Images

This is a pretty basic tip, but it makes such a difference: make sure one side of your 

business card contrasts sharply in color with the other side. That way when you 

turn it over, its a fresh look all over again. Be sure to use your brand colors!

If your business card design still feels too plain, instead of adding unnecessary 

text or elements you can simply use your icon as a ghosted background element. 

Another similar tip is to use an actual image, also ghosted to almost the same color 

as the background. These simple tricks add a lot of texture and depth to  

your design.

Experts in Old-School Au tomotive

mail@h anksgara ge .com

Tune-Ups • Repairs • Carb Service
Full Frame-Off Restorations

715 480 1416
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Back: Red Background

Ghosted Image

Front: White Background

Ghosted Icon



Vehicle Decals

Your Billboard-On-Wheels

Types Of Decals

Some tastefully done decals can transform your ride into an official company 

vehicle, while keeping it classy. White text, and the single-color version of your 

logo looks great on almost any color paint or tinted window—another excellent 

reason to keep it simple!

•  Magnetic Decals—Yes, you can  

remove these at anytime with 

out a scratch.

•   Printed Vinyl Decals—Make use 

of ghosted background images.  

Great for tailgate wraps.

•  Vinyl Lettering & Graphics—cut  

from solid-colored vinyl, these 

look great on any color vehicle.
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Your Website

The Conversation

Remember that conversation you wish you could have with all your potential 

customers? Your website is that conversation. 

You can explain what you do at length, and in detail. You can use images and 

videos, with are worth many thousands of words. You can display your previous 

work and projects to prove your history of excellence.

All your advertising, signage, and vehicle decals should point people towards your 

website where they can learn about you and your business at their leisure.
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Web Design Tips

•  Use a striking hero image—Images make websites beautiful. Take your own 

photos and edit them using an app on your phone or a free online photo editor 

like Pixlr.com, or use a professional image from a free stock photo site like 

Unsplash.com.

•  Make your headline clear—State exactly what you do or can do for your 

customers. You only have a few seconds to capture their attention before they 

exit your site.

•  Group your information—Make it easy for people to digest your content by 

separating it into chunks, divided by images, sub-headings, subtle backgrounds, 

and other elements.

•  Your home page is a summary of your whole site—Display brief introductions 

of each page on your home page, with a button linking to the appropriate page 

where your viewers can find all the information they seek. Below is a visual 

example of how this works.
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That’s It!

In Summary

To Recap

This quick guide should get you pointed in the right direction as you start  

creating branding for your business. Even if you hire it done you will be able to talk 

knowledgeably with your designer.

Yes these concepts outlined here are fairly basic, but I can assure you that if you 

apply them to your logo, business cards, decals, signage, and website you will 

already be miles ahead of a lot of other businesses. I see branding all the time that 

could be so much better if the designer had only started with these basic concepts 

before creating the rest of the branding.

Your Logo

• Keep it simple and flat             • Use a maximum of three colors

• Use a standalone icon              • Use alternate versions for different applications

Business Cards

• Use color to contrast the two sides            • Use a ghosted image or icon

Vehicle Decals

• Keep your graphics simple and classy       • Use minimal information

Your Website

• Your website is like a conversation with your customers, so make efforts to                     

   direct people there through your advertising.

• Use a striking hero image      • Make your headline clear      • Group information

• Your home page should be a brief summery of all the pages on your site.





About Me

My name is Clark

I was a carpenter for 12 years before moving to graphic design. I used to run my 

own construction business, and now I create logos and branding for other small 

business owners like myself. I’ve also been a mechanic, and still work on my own 

project cars.

Just can’t let go of them roots.

https://www.bucksawcreative.com/
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